Cubro's visibility and monitoring solution for LTE and IMS networks
LAYER 1

LTE - EPC and IMS Reference

TAPs | CWDM backhaul | Bypass
switches | Optical amplifier | Optical
switches | Media converter
A TAP (optical or electrical) is the first device
to provide network visibility. It is vital that this
device is from best quality and highly
reliable. Cubro provides the best quality for
an affordable price. Many of the Cubro layer
1 devices provide unique features.

LAYER 2 - 4
Packet aggregators | Load balancing |
Traffic steering | Packet filtering |
Encapsulation | De-capsulation
The network packet broker handles the
traffic typically between layer 2 and 4. A
packet broker must be very fast, and
capable to handle massive amount of data
up to multiple terra bit. Cubro products offer
a wide variety of feature set and bandwidth
options. From small units with a few ports
until units with several 100 Gbit ports. All
these units are non-blocking and can handle
the traffic in line speed.

LAYER 2 - 7
Load balancing in all layers | Packet
filtering in all 7 OSI layers | Packet
modification in all 7 OSI layers
Networks
bandwidth
is
growing
exponentially and monitoring is more and
more a challenge. Cubro is helping to fill the
gap between more performance and
reducing the cost of ownership. Layer 7
filtering and traffic handling gives the ability
to filter on application layer to find the
communication of specific applications
including the communication of one
customer, for security and LI applications.
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LAYER 2 - 7

Meta data extraction
Keyword search | XDR generation |
Regular Expression search | Probing
application | Network statistics
The Cubro Sessionmaster can filter not only
on packet level but also on session level. It
also supports load balancing on session
level. And as a very unique feature the same
platform can also provide counter and meta
information in the format of an XDR
(extended call record).
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